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Take control of your bounda ries

Steps to reduce your
What can producers do to reduce the risk of a
positive test for TB in their herd? Contrary to
popular belief, there’s quite a lot. So says one
UK vet and a producer who is also a member
of the Defra TB Eradication Group.
text Rachael Porter

A

recent survey revealed that 72% of producers
believe that there’s nothing that they can do
to reduce the risk of their herd testing positive for
TB. But the good news is that this simply isn’t true.
So says Cornwall-based vet Phil Elkins, from the
Westpoint Veterinary Group.
“There are steps that producers can take to reduce
the risk, although it’s difficult to convince them that
their actions can work and make a real difference.”
He’s on a mission to change producers’ minds.
“Taking steps to keep badgers away from silage
clamps, for example, won’t guarantee that your herd
will be TB free. But it really does reduce the risk.”
He says that between 10% and 15% of new cases are
typically the result of cattle movement – in other
words cow-to-cow transmission as a result of buying
in infected stock. But up to 70% of new cases are the
result of a local biosecurity ‘hazard’ – either TBinfected wildlife or cow-to-cow transmission across
the farm boundary with a neighbouring herd.”
If a unit has a breakdown with a type of TB found
more than 20 miles, badgers are not the problem.
“So cattle-based measures are required,” says Phil.
“The problem is likely to be bought in with stock
purchased from another herd. So there are
biosecurity issues that need to be addressed.

Reduce ‘contact’
“Follow best practice and quarantine and test any
animals that are bought in for disease, including
TB,” he says. “It sounds obvious, but it’s surprising
how many producers introduce stock to their herd
without knowing their disease status.”
As for reducing herd ‘contact’ with badgers, there
are steps that can be taken here too.
Phil says that securing silage clamps, feed stores and
feeding areas, including calf housing, is vital.
“Keeping your silage clamps tidy will make it easier
to see if they’re being visited by badgers, which
will make a mess. They’re particularly partial to
maize silage.”
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your herd’s TB ‘risk’
He says that mains electric fencing, which is a
maximum of 10cm off the ground, should keep
them out. “If it’s on a hard standing, like concrete,
then a single strand should do it. On soft ground,
standard fencing needs to go at least 30cm below the
ground and between 1.2 and 1.8 metres high, as
badgers will climb. Or invest in some multi-strand
electric fencing that has a good kick.”
He admits that fencing can be expensive, which is
why it’s important to identify where it’s really
needed and where it will make a difference. He
knows of producers who’ve installed CCTV to catch
badgers in the act.
“One caught a badger that was a regular visitor to his
calf shed, which then explained why he had so many
reactors between six and eight weeks of age.
“Another herd, which was housed all year round in a
badger-proof cow shed, was getting TB and film
footage revealed that badgers were regular visitors to
the maize silage clamp,” he explains.
Producers have to take care to fence their grazing
areas ‘legally’ – it’s against the law to fence around a
badger sett, for example.
But producers can fence around a badger latrine if
it’s close to a grazing area. “If you know where the
latrine is, fence it off so your stock can’t graze near
it. It’s worth making friends with your local badger
expert and asking for some help here.
“It’s a case of ‘know your enemy’. If you know where
the setts are, where the latrine is and the areas of
your unit that they find the most attractive, then
you deter them and limit the risk of direct and
indirect contact with your herd.”

Simple steps

Outdoor risk: minimising and preventing direct
and indirect badger contact will go some way
to protecting your herd from TB

Some effective steps that producers can take to help
safeguard their herds from TB are relatively straight
forward, according to Cheshire-based producer Ian
McGrath.
He runs a 100-cow herd near Knutsford, as well as
being a member of the Defra TB Eradication Group
and, in conjunction with the NFU, has spoken to
thousands of producers about TB.
“There are relatively simple and quick things
that producers can do, such as electric fencing to
prevent cow-to-cow contact with a neighbouring
herd,” he says.
“Double fencing was, at one time, standard practice
along boundaries shared with other farms. Not only
would this help to keep TB out, but it would also help
to reduce the spread of other diseases such as IBR
and BVD.”
If additional fencing is not practical, or affordable,
he suggests just speaking to neighbours about
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Fencing tactics to keep badger out
Richard Nield, from Cheshire-based
Nuthatch Land Works, says that many
producers are put off by the cost of
badger-proof fencing. “But selective and
strategic use of fencing could be the
answer.”
Some producers erect electric fencing
around the perimeter of their dairy
holding in October, once the cows come
inside for the winter. “This protects silage
clamps, feed stores and feed barriers, as
well as calf housing, from badgers. Others
will put fencing around their grazing dry
cows, for example, particularly if they
know that there are badgers nearby. The
key is to use the fencing strategically. It
certainly helps to keep the cost down.”
Badger-proof electric fencing costs
between £3 and £5 per metre. Richard’s
company includes consultation, advice

and installation in that price. He adds
that once badgers have had what he calls
‘a good shock’ from a fence they will take
another route and keep away. “They
won’t try to climb over it or dig under it,
they’ll avoid it.”
Fencing height is crucial – it needs to be
about 10cm off the ground. A line at cow
height also needs to be added, to prevent
cattle from pushing against it. And the
fence also needs to be checked regularly
and any vegetation underneath it needs
to be sprayed.
“It’s a good investment, particularly
when you consider the cost of a positive
TB test and subsequent movement
restrictions.”

grazing so you can avoid grazing stock
in fields that share a boundary at the
same time. “That’s a simple and cost-free
step to help prevent cow-to-cow disease
transmission.”

along the side and that can present
‘biosecurity’ issues.
“Calf housing – particularly calf hutches
outside – can also be problematic. It’s
difficult to fence these effectively against
badgers, which find high-energy calf
rearing nuts particularly attractive.
“So a change of housing system may be
the only way to protect your herd if you
know that badgers visit your unit.”
Ian is in favour of pre-movement testing,
for all cattle, for diseases, including TB.
It’s compulsory for herds in annual
testing areas, but not in ‘four-year clean’
areas. “A voluntary test, with paperwork
to validate it, would certainly add a
premium to the price of stock whether
it was sold in the sale ring or privately.

Biosecurity issues
Obviously, the advice is also to keep
badgers away from livestock as much as
possible – not easy when cows are grazing
outside during the summer. But he agrees
that silage clamps and feeding and feed
storage areas should be fenced off, where
possible.
“Our feed barrier isn’t outside, which
helps. We have an internal, covered
passage that runs down the centre of
the cow house. But on some units it runs

Badger barrier: strategic use of fencing
will help to reduce disease risk

That has the potential to be driven by
producers.”
Taking a more proactive – rather than
passive – approach to TB may not
guarantee a negative test, but both Ian
and Phil agree that it makes producers
feel better.
“It’s empowering to do something –
rather than nothing – and to feel as if you
have some control over a situation,” says
Phil.
“So do some detective work in and around
your unit and be honest about your
current levels of biosecurity.
With many simple improvements costing
relatively little compared to the cost and
disruption of a positive TB test, it’s well
worth making the extra effort.” l

Shock tactics: mains electric fencing should be a maximum of 10cm off the ground to keep badgers out
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